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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

15 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

13 / 15

c) Target Market Size

10 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

9 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

15 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

62 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

10 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

15 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

9 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

10 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

4/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

5 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

53 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

15 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

8 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

4/5
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6 / 10

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
Total Points - Team

33 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

4 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

2 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

2/5

d) Governance infrastructure

8 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

7 / 10

Total Points - Governance

23 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

15 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

4 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

19 / 25

Total

190 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
Frax protocol is the underlying infrastructure for FRAX - the first fractional-algorithmic stablecoin which is partially
backed by collateral and partially algorithmically stabilized. Frax protocol is an open-source, permissionless, entirely
on-chain protocol, implemented on Ethereum and 16 other chains. Frax ecosystem has two stablecoins:
●
●

FRAX - pegged to USD$ (FXS governance token)
FPI - crypto native Consumer Price Index - FPI - Frax Price Index (FPIS - Frax Price Index Share)

Frax protocol is decentralized and governance minimized, highly autonomous, algorithmic with no active
management. Protocol fully relies on on-chain oracles - Uniswap TWAP (ETH, USDT, and USDC) and Chainlink (USD
price). Frax protocol in addition to FRAX stablecoin also has a governance token - FXS (Frax Shares) as well as a USDC
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collateral pool that can be changed upon governance decision. The image below is shown FRAX minting and
redeeming dynamic in order to keep the peg with USD$:

(source: Frax Finance docs)
From Frax finance docs: ”When FRAX is above $1, the function lowers the collateral ratio by one step and when the price
of FRAX is below $1, the function increases the collateral ratio by one step. Both refresh rate and step parameters can be
adjusted through governance.”
Frax uses ideas from AMM game theory to build a novel hybrid stablecoin design that requires less capital than
backed stablecoins and has the flexibility of algorithmic stablecoins but with less risk (have collateral). The LP token
is the stablecoin FRAX, and the ratio between two assets represents collateral(USDC) and FXS which dynamically
changes based on stablecoin price. With that feature, FRAX price recovery is at the same speed as Uniswap rebalance
assets in the LP pool.
After the protocol was launched in 2020, the Frax protocol start to use veFXS (vested escrow) token economics model
with a maximum 4-year lock-up period, special boosts, governance rights, influence gauges, and after protocol v2
launch profits from AMO modules.
The launch of the Frax v2 protocol introduces a new and unique feature called AMO (Algorithmic Market Operation)
modules - a mechanism that drives value to FXS holders. Frax has implemented several key AMOs such as
●
●
●
●

FXS 1559 - calculates all excess value in the system above the collateral ratio and buys and burns FXS
Collateral investor - puts idle USDC collateral to produce yield
Curve AMO - provides liquidity with FRAX and USDC for the protocol and tightens the peg
Uniswap v3 - puts FRAX and collateral to work by providing liquidity to other stablecoins against FRAX.
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●
●

●

FRAX lending - mints FRAX into money markets such as Compound or CREAM to allow anyone to borrow
FRAX by paying interest instead of the base minting mechanism
Tornado anonymity AMO -allows minting of FRAX directly into the FRAX-Tornado anonymity set which would
use FRAX’s expansion events as privacy-enhancing ammunition which is a positive-sum outcome for the
protocol since any increase in privacy is value-generating
Collateral Hedge - allows FRAX to be backed by more diverse and volatile collateral as a hedge against it

From Sam Kazemian Medium article: “While Frax v1 introduced the concept of a fractional algorithmic stablecoin, Frax
v2 introduces the building blocks for a fully programmable monetary policy.”
AMO controllers are autonomous smart contracts that operate on top of the Frax protocol base layer stability
mechanism and enact arbitrary FRAX monetary policy in an economically disciplined manner - which means they can
not print (mint) FRAX and break its peg. The AMO controllers will programmatically pause operation if any of their
logic requires minting FRAX that would require re-collateralization of the collateral ratio, which keeps the FRAX base
layer pure and untouched from AMO operations.
The Frax Price Index is a unique protocol within the Frax ecosystem based around its own native stablecoin - FPI and
governance token - FPIS. Frax Price Index system will adjust every month according to an on-chain Consumer Price
Index (CPI) oracle so FPI holders will increase $ denominated value with an increase of DPI. Protocol earns a yield on
the underlying FPI treasury that is created by minting and redeeming FPI with FRAX. FPIS is a governance token of the
system which is also entitled as seigniorage from the protocol (like FXS) and FPIS was airdropped to veFXS, tFXS, and
FRAX/FXS Uni v2 LP stakers with a snapshot on 21 February 2022.
FraxSwap is AMM based on Uniswap v2 constant product automated market maker (CPAMM) with the embedded
time-weighted average market maker (TWAMM) for conducting large trades over long periods of time and will be
heavily used by the Frax Protocol to increase the stability of FRAX and FPI pegs and return protocol profits to FXS
holders through TWAMM purchases. FraxSwap will be used by Frax protocol for buying back and burning FXS with
AMO profits, minting new FXS to buy back and burn FRAX stablecoins to stabilize the price peg, minting FRAX to
purchase hard assets through seigniorage, and other market operations. Fraxswap will be used also by other
protocols, issuers, and DAOs for different use cases.
Frax protocol is the first hybrid stablecoin that is partially collateralized and algorithmic and uses the second token to
improve stability and increase capital efficiency. The protocol has introduced innovation from a technical perspective
by creating a new price stability mechanism for protocol native stablecoin which uses PIDController to control the
collateral ratio between USDC and FXS according to growth in FRAX supply. Organizational innovation is introduced
with protocol v2 by “Algorithmic Market Operations Controllers” AMOs which perform market operations by keeping
FRAX base layer stability untouched.
Score: 15

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
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Answer:
The stablecoins sector currently has a market cap of $153.49b, but the main problem in that sector is the stablecoin
trilemma (similar to blockchain trilemma):

(source: Treehouse research)

Frax Finance trying to solve the “Stablecoin Trillema” and at the same time build a protocol with stablecoin that is at
the same time stable, decentralized, and capital-efficient - FRAX stablecoin.
Frax protocol stablecoin - FRAX is active on Ethereum and 16 other chains, with a total of 8,136 FRAX token holders
(Ethereum as a source chain).
Frax protocol has 24,211 total users, with on average 1,610 new monthly users in the last 12 months.
Looking at the FRAX protocol from the perspective of a stablecoin platform, FRAX stablecoin is currently the
sixth-largest stablecoin in the crypto market with a value of $1,461,590,176 which is 1.30% of the total stablecoins
market value, as shown in the image below:
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(source: Dune Analytics)

Frax protocol as a complex algorithmic stability mechanism is currently the leader in algorithmic stablecoins sector
and in addition to FRAX stablecoin, the protocol develops the Frax Consumer Index (equivalent CPI).
The Frax protocol's average daily revenue for the last 7 days is $111,079. High daily revenue is a result of the protocols
v2 innovation - AMO controllers that represent different market strategy operations in form of the smart contracts built
on top of the Frax protocol. Each AMO controller can be seen as one revenue stream, and further development of AMO
controllers will probably increase revenue numbers.

(source: Dune Analytics)
The Frax protocol has achieved a clear market fit in the maybe the most promising market in space, but currently
captures only 1.3% of the overall stablecoin market. The score is lower by -1 because the FRAX collateral is currently
USDC which is centralized and represents a risk as a central point of failure, and an additional -1 on the score because
of the relatively small market share of the overall stablecoin market.
Score: 13

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example Lending). Because
Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
The target market for Frax protocol represents the overall Defi stablecoin market whose market size at this moment is
$153.49b and shows signs of sustainable growth. With the further development of the AMO controllers, the protocol is
able to capture every market segment in Defi whose size is ~75.4b TVL at this moment.
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(source: Dune Analytics)
Frax protocol is a robust platform with a huge target market with sustainable growth and is limited only to AMO
controller development. Because with more AMO controllers will be increased FRAX velocity.
Score: 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
Frax protocol v1 introduced a fractional algorithmic stablecoin solution that enables more efficient minting and peg
maintaining stablecoins. With v2, the protocol expands its operations with AMOs (Algorithmic Market Operations
Controllers) smart contracts which can perform market operations (capital-efficient strategies) on top of the FRAX
base layer.
From a stablecoin perspective, the most important thing is how effective is the protocol mechanism for maintaining
stability. In the image below are shown total and hourly deviation levels for upper and middle thresholds of most used
stablecoins in the last 3 months:
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(source: Dune Analytics stablecoins)
From the presented data it can be seen that FRAX has the lowest level and a number of deviations that touched
threshold bounds, which makes it the most stable stablecoin on market. The same results are also presented in this
article but the comparison is based on maximum and standard deviation metrics.
In answer 1b) is shown that FRAX share in the overall stablecoin market is 1.3% which seems like a very small share,
but two FRAX pairs are in the top 10 pairs in the biggest DEX in the Defi market - Uniswap v3, FRAX/DAI with a total
volume of $9,373,159 and FRAX/USDC total volume of $8,383,807.

(source: Dune Analytics)
On Curve DEX - specialized for stablecoin trading 10th biggest pool is FRAX/USDC with a daily volume of $17,329,520
which is 3.38% of overall daily volume on Curve.
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(source: Coin Gecko)
Looking at the competition within the category of algorithmic stablecoin protocols, the Frax protocol has the largest
TVL and functions as a benchmark in that market segment.

(source: DefiLlama)
The score is lower by -1 because has a low share (1.3%) in the overall stablecoin market, although it proved to be the
most stable stablecoin in the market. In the algorithmic stablecoin category, the Frax protocol is the clear leader with
TVL higher than all other algo-stablecoin protocols together.
Score: 9
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e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:
On top of Frax protocol are built integrations in form of AMO controllers, from Frax protocol docs: ” AMO modules open
a modular design space that will allow for constant upgrades and improvements without jeopardizing design elegance,
composability, or increasing technical complexity. Lastly, because AMOs are a complete "mechanism-in-a-box," anyone
can propose, build, and create AMOs which can then be deployed with governance ”
Some of the most important AMO controllers are
● FXS1559
● Collateral investor
● Curve
● Uniswap v3
● Collateral Hedge
● Frax lending
● Tornado Cash
● Decentralization Ratio
● Hop AMO
● dAMM AMO
● Goldfinch Senior Pool AMO
● TrueFi AMO
AMO controllers represent protocol vertical integrations.
Stax finance is also a protocol built on top of Frax Finance to provide enhanced farming yields via Locked Liquidity and
veFXS boost to FRAX LP providers and FXS stakers through the social aggregation of $FXS deposits. It will also
provide additional rewards to those Frax stakeholders via $STAX, the native utility token of STAX. STAX finance is a
protocol that was built by Frax protocols partner Temple DAO.
On the Frax protocol website, under the “integrations” section can be found all types of protocol integrations across 17
different chains.
Partnerships:
Eternity invites FRAX to participate in the Eternity seed round as a protocol DAO. This round includes investments from
PIF.vc.
Ondo Finance - offer Frax-as-a-service
QiDAO protocol
Pitch.money partnership approve Pitch to stake FXS from a smart contract and establish a gauge for pitchFXS/Frax
Sacred finance partnership will allow users to lend FRAX privately and earn yield privately through Sacred.
More Frax protocol partnerships can be found on the Frax Community website and on the Frax governance forum.
Given the number of integrations and the specific design applications (AMO) that are created on top of the Frax
protocol base layer, it can be concluded that the protocol creates a robust ecosystem with highly “unforkable value”.
Score: 15
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2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
Frax protocol uses the veToken model with lock-up periods and gauges system based on Curves veCRV mechanism.
Users can lock up their FXS for up to 4 years for x4 veFXS - a non-transferable token that encourages long-term
commitment to protocol development and creates an active community. veFXS compared to FXS allows holders larger
voting power, farming boosts, and periodically yield.
Frax Shares (FXS) token has capabilities as
●
●
●
●
●

Governance token
Value accrual token
Token for maintaining the stability of the protocol stablecoin FRAX
Lock-up token that can bring more functionality
Incentive token for staking/farming programs

The token provides effective utility, revenue, and governance rights to the holder.
Score: 10

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer:
FXS token was launched on 21 December 2020, with a total supply of 100,000,000 FXS.
Initial FXS token distribution:
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(source: Coin98 website)
FXS token allocation, according to Everipedia:
●
●
●
●
●

60% - Liquidity mining programs/Farming/Community - via gauges and governance halving naturally every 12
months
20% - Team, Founders, and Early project members - via gauges & governance halving naturally every 12
months
12% - Token sale to accredited private investors - 2% unlocked at launch, 5% vested over the first 6 months, 5%
vested over 1 year with a 6-month cliff
5% - Project Treasury / Grants / Partnerships / Security-Bug-Bounties – via Team and Community discretion
3% - Strategic Advisors / Outside Early Contributors – 36 months

Token distribution effectively aligns stakeholders for the betterment of the protocol. Short vesting periods for
investors make sense because FXS-specific utility inside protocol is - get veFXS or mint FRAX and burn FXS. Initial FXS
distribution is well-balanced because sufficient funds are provided for the development of the protocol (investors,
advisors, team), and on the other hand, a sufficient amount of FXS tokens has been allocated for the incentive
mechanism.
Score: 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer:
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FXS token issuance have a task to keep the stability of FRAX and the amount of FXS in circulation will likely be
deflationary as FRAX is minted at higher algorithmic ratios.

(Source: Messari)
According to Messari: “The v2 update of the protocol embedded FXS1559 into AMOs, which calculates the excess value
in the system above the collateral ratio and then mints FRAX to buyback and burn FXS in order to rebalance the collateral
ratio (and adding to long term value accrual of FXS).”
From 60% (~60m FXS) community mining allocation of total supply, after FIP-16 veFXS gauges activation, FXS token
distribution is 25,000 FXS per day. Per the original design specification, the FXS supply distribution will halve with
gauge emission reduced by 50%. On the other side, the FXS burn mechanism depends on the demand for FRAX
stablecoin, and its collateral ratio because for minting FRAX users need to deposit USDC:FXS ratio which depends on
the market conditions (supply and demand).
The issuance model of the token incentivizes positive-sum behavior, improves coordination, and benefits all relevant
stakeholders, but the score is lower by -1 because the FXS token doesn't have an elastic supply (100m cap) which is
necessary if the token economics model relies on market supply and demand with mint and burn mechanisms.
Score: 9
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d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
Protocol makes revenue from minting fees, redemption fees, and AMO controller's profits (v2). FXS token has the
veTokenomics model and the veFXS (voting escrow FXS) staking represents the token value accrual mechanism, and
which vePool gets the largest FXS distribution is determined by gauge voting. The value distribution mechanism is set
through FXS staking rewards issuance with a halving every 12 months.
The second value accrual mechanism is through FXS burning in the FRAX minting event thereby reducing the FXS
supply and thus increasing the value per FXS token. From the burning mechanism, the value is distributed to token
holders with staked and un-staked FXS.
Frax protocol has effective value accrual and distribution mechanism that makes the protocol self-sufficient.
Score: 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:

On decentralized exchanges, the FXS token is most liquid on Solidly with FXS/FRAX pair - $127,146 with a volume of
$3,054,530. FXS in pair with WETH on SushiSwap has $83,398 liquidity with a daily volume of $2,623,490 and Uniswap
has $27,154 liquidity with a daily volume of $299,445. Regarding centralized exchanges, FXS most volume achieve on
Binance - is $8,951,551, while most liquidity has on Bitrue - is $67,826.
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(source: CoinGecko)

FXS has enough liquidity on decentralized and centralized exchanges and is available on main DEXs and CEXs. But,
the score is lower by -1 because FXS token isn't available on all major CEXs (Coinbase effect*), and the token is
available mostly on DEXs within veToken gauges rewards.

Score: 4

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
FXS can be productively used for liquidity providing on the following DEXs:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Solidly (Fantom) - FXS/FRAX
Uniswap v2 - FXS/WETH,
Uniswap v3 - FXS/WETH, FXS/USDC
SushiSwap - FXS/WETH
Cronus Finance - FXS/FRAX
ZigZag (ZkSync) - FXS/ETH
Bancor v3 - FXS single side liquidity providing
Tokemak - FXS reactor (single side staking)

FXS is also part of the Bankless Defi Innovation Index.
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The use of FXS on lending platforms is not very useful because the token has such a function within the Frax protocol
that it is not necessary to reduce the velocity token, but just the opposite - Frax protocol needs higher velocity to
function better.
The token can be used on many protocols with a few different use-cases - liquidity providing and being part of index
token(s).
Score: 5

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:

Frax finance team members:
Sam Kazemian - founder, Twitter
Jason Huan - co-founder, LinkedIn, Github
Travis Moore - CTO, LinkedIn, Github
Amir Nader Aghayeghazvini - Developer, LinkedIn
Frax protocol core team is credible and public.

Score: 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
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Answer:

Team behind Frax protocol are acquaintances from UCLA University and people behind Everipedia who have been
involved in the blockchain industry for a long time.
According to the Github activity, Frax developers are constantly active in their contributions:

(source: Frax Github)
Frax founders are the most active Github contributors:
Travis Moore - Github profile, Travis is also Co-founder and CTO of Everipedia, and has working experience as Senior
Business Information Analyst at Anthem Inc.
Jason Huan - Github profile, Jason is co-founder of Blockchain at UCLA (blockchain community) where he also works
as Course Instructor
Sam Kazemian - Github profile, co-founder of Everipedia
In addition to team members, there are several other significant contributors: denett , Jack Corddry and fabiohild.
The score is lower by -2 because team members don't have experience working on a protocol similar to the Frax
protocol.

Score: 8

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
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the industry?
Answer:

Frax finance founder Sam Kazemian is very active in the public debate about decentralized finance with the main
focus on stablecoins design and capital efficiency. Sam Kazemian was a guest in many Defi-oriented podcasts and
AMA sessions like: Bankless, Delphi Media, Justin Bram, Defi by Design, DeFine podcast, Yap cast - The story of
money, Agora podcast, and many others.
Only the founder actively participates in the public debate about decentralizing finance, specifically in the stablecoin
field. The score is lower by -1 because only the founder - Sam Kazemian is publicly active in presenting the protocol.
Frax protocol is a large protocol and it is necessary that other team members as well participate in the public debate.
Score: 4

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
Frax Finance raised an undisclosed amount from Crypto.com Capital in it’s seed funding round on 10 August 2021. In
July 2020 Ascentive Assets invested also an undisclosed amount in Frax finance Several investors and authorities
from the Defi space are mentioned as investors in the protocol (image below):
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(source: Frax finance Twitter)
Frax team launched a special program - FRAX Liquidity Ventures (FLV) which partners up with selected DeFi projects
that use stablecoin LP pairs. Unlike the dollar-backed stablecoin, the FRAX protocol allows Defi projects liquidity with
FRAX stablecoin through LP and farming programs (rewarding in FXS).
With FIP-40, the Frax core team proposed staking of 4.5m FXS tokens owned by the team on 6 months for ongoing
expenses, from FIP-40: “We will use the veFXS yield to fund expansion of the team, bringing onboard community
moderators/business developers/outreach, new developers, and create the Frax Grants+Incubator Program.”
This proposal doesn’t seem very fair to FXS holders with a lock-up period because it reduces their yield (more FXS
staked, less yield per staker). Solutions such as directly using the FXS initially allocated to the team or taking part of
the profits from the protocol (5%) would solve the problem more simply. Also the proposal from founder Sam
Kazemian, that the protocol buys $20m FXS tokens from the market because in his opinion it is undervalued is also
quite questionable.
The score is lower by -2 because it is visible that the founders still have the control over the protocol and bring out
some questionable proposals. Additional -2 is deducted because amounts of investments in the protocol are not
publicly available.
The team has attracted some resources but coordination is not fully transparent.
Score: 6

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
Community multi-signature: 2-out-of-4
Team multi-sig: 2-out-of-3
Investors: 2-out-of-3
Treasury: 2-out-of-3
Advisors:2-out-of-3
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Comptroller: 2-out-of-4
Frax protocol has a Timelock contract deployed at 0x8412ebf45bAC1B340BbE8F318b928C466c4E39CA (48 hours).
About the Access Control from the docs: “Frax uses the OpenZepplin's Access Control module for certain
permissions. Each role in Frax that is permissioned through the hasRole function may also be decentralized by a
proposal in the governance module, which can then callgrantRole on other addresses.”
For changes over the protocol, a Timelock contract is used through Access Control. The score is 4 because the admin
key signers are unknown (probably team).
Score: 4

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
Frax protocol has a governance-minimized approach similar to Bitcoin's in order to create a trustless money system.
FXS holders have the following governance capabilities:
●
●
●

adding/adjusting collateral pools
Adjusting various fees (i.e. minting and redeeming)
Refreshing the rate of the collateral ratio

Governance has some influence on operations because the protocol has a governance minimized approach. But even
that level of influence is used only as a signal through Snapshot voting, and because of that score is 2.
Score: 2

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
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According to data from Snapshot in the last 10 voting events on average participated 40 voters (addresses) with
average voting power of 28.7m FXS which means that the average active voter in Frax governance has a voting power
of 717,500 FXS. Out of a total of 9,704 addresses that own FXS, in average only 40 participate in governance voting
which is only 0.41%.

(source: Frax governance forum)
Frax protocol governors are very active but in forums, discussions participate only around 10 governors.
The score is 2 because in the voting process participate a low number of governors (last 10 voting events - 40 on avg),
and on the governance forum is an active small group of governors.
Score: 2

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
Frax protocol governance provide sufficient documentation through several websites:
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●

Frax community website - Frax protocol information hub that provides many functionalities (dashboard,
staking, and cross-chain option)

Infrastructure:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Discord
Governance forum
Snapshot
Governor Bravo fork
Gnosis-safe multi-signature wallet
Commonwealth.im - currently is active voting on FIP-89

The Protocol has a reliable and useful governance infrastructure, but the score is lowered by -2 because the protocol
doesn’t utilize infrastructure for contributors onboarding and collaboration.
Score: 8

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
Frax protocols documentation about the governance process is available on the Frax governance forum and all FIPs
(Frax Improvement Proposals) are visible on the Frax community site under the Governance section. On the
governance forum FXS AMO Proposal template (draft) can be found. Frax protocols governance process:
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(source: Frax finance governance forum)

(source: Frax finance governance forum)

(source: Frax finance governance forum)
On the images (screenshots) above the Frax governance process divided into 3 sections is shown:: Proposal
development and discussion, Voting process, and Quorum requirements.
The protocol has a formal governance process which is separated into basic proposals and meta-governance or FXS
emission proposals.
Score: 7

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.
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a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer:

,

Frax Finance is a software development company located in Grand Cayman, Midland Cayman Islands, according to
Crunchbase, LinkedIn, and Pitchbook data.

Score: 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer:

Cayman Islands is a low-level quality jurisdiction with a questionable legal framework.

(source: ThomsonReuters report )

Score: 4
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